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Welcome to the first publication "Just a Thought" for the Thoughtful Schools Project. We are committed to sharing the message about
the effects of Trauma Informed Practice in Schools. This newsletter will cover the highlights, challenges and general progress of the
Project as we move forwards. We will share with you new research, anecdotes, interesting webinars or training available in the area
of TIPs. Just a Thought will be available on our website.
We plan to send out a newsletter every two months, and would be keen to hear from you regarding your involvement with the
Project, any successes or challenges you would like to share. We are also interested in your feedback on what you would like to hear
more about.
After initial delays due to the Global Pandemic, 2021 saw us able to visit schools and meet some very committed
and enthusiastic staff. Our first Champion Workshop and Professional Learning Session was delivered to a
wonderful staff at one of our Rural schools, at the end of January. Since then we have delivered another five
Professional Learning Sessions and five Champion Workshops to a total of 11 schools.
Great feedback from the PL’s and Workshops are encouraging. Some of what people liked most about the sessions
are shared in feedback.
“I enjoyed the information regarding trauma and the effects on the brain- I found
it very interesting. I find the Best Practice Principles Handout helpful.”

“Knowledgeable presenters that provided informative
and relevant information in an easy to listen to format.
Great - thanks!”

“The information and future direction was not overwhelming - Understanding that we are at the start of the process.”

“Great framework supported with lots of info. Will have to look
at some of the strategies, more strategies…”

“I enjoyed learning about TIP as I haven't done anything about it before.
Was able to see quiet clearly how this works in our context.”

Discussions with staff during and after the sessions clearly indicate the deep understanding of a need for Trauma
Informed Practice in schools. Perth Metro, Champion Workshops, brought together four schools at a time. It was
great for everyone to hear the familiar challenges faced at other schools as well as sharing of information around
things that they have found effective. It is encouraging to see how well received, the TS information was, by those
at the start of this process, and that no matter where we are in the process of becoming Trauma Informed, there is
always more to learn. We continue to be interested in anything you have to share with us. It was great to hear the
wonderful things that are already happening in our schools and to see the enthusiasm for all that can still be done
to support our teachers and their students.
It has been clear how teachers are at risk of Vicarious Trauma and in need of Self-Care, so P2. of this newsletter is
dedicated to Practice Principal 1. with a focus on the the social and emotional health of school staff. Please all take
time to take care of you. Warm wishes from, Amanda & Karen.
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Prioritising your well-being

Before we are able to effectively implement all the strategies necessary to help our students it is essential we first, look after
our own well-being, much like the familiar airline safety message regarding fitting your own mask before fitting those in your
care. In that case you need to be conscious, in order to help them, in your classroom although not imminently life threatening,
your ability to help your students will be affected by your level of well being.
I am going to suggest a variety of options for you to peruse and select those that appeal to you personally. Each image has a
link to further information, I hope you will find helpful.
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1. A Research Paper
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